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ABSTRACT

Data flow computing is a radical strategy for achieving high computational power by focusing many small processors on the execution of each program. A computation is represented by its data flow graph, which displays all available forms of concurrency. Each operator in a graph is scheduled for execution on one of the processors as soon as all of its operands are available. Software in this environment must promote the identification of concurrency in algorithms and its representation in data flow graphs.

This paper presents a detailed introduction to VAL, a language specifically designed for data flow computing. VAL stresses implicit concurrency, most of it possible because side-effects and aliasing are not representable. The salient language features are described and illustrated through examples taken from a complete VAL program for adaptive quadrature. An analysis of the language shows that VAL meets the basic needs for a data flow environment, but that substantial work still needs to be done in the areas of language translation and use.
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Data Flow Computing

The VAL Language

As the use of computers expands in scientific areas, the demand for faster computers continues to increase at a surprising rate. As one example, physicists at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory have computations requiring gigaflop speed (one billion floating point operations per second) for reasonable response time. In the past, improved hardware technology has been responsible for most of the advances in speed; however, those gains have been slowing. Physical constraints (speed of light, power-cooling ratios, etc.) may soon limit the speed achievable by a single processor. One solution applies multiple processors to the execution of each task. Data flow computing attempts to carry out this strategy on a massive scale (eg 1000 processors per task). In order to achieve high concurrency, appropriate tools must be designed for describing algorithms and mapping them onto this unusual environment. VAL is a high-level language developed at MIT for exactly this purpose. This paper presents the basic features of the language through discussion and extensive examples.

Background

Highly computational tasks often contain substantial amounts of concurrency. At LLL the majority of these programs use very large, two-dimensional arrays in a cyclic set of instructions. In many cases, all new array values could be computed simultaneously, rather than stepping through one position at a time. To date, vectorization has been the most effective scheme for exploiting this concurrency. However, pipelining and independent multiprocessing forms of concurrency are also available in these programs, but neither the hardware nor the software exist to make it workable.

The data flow concept incorporates these forms of concurrency in one basic graph-oriented system. Every computation is represented by a data flow graph. The nodes of the graph represent operations, the directed arcs represent data paths. Execution of a graph is based solely on operand availability; each operation may begin execution as soon as all of its inputs are present. When an operation completes, the results are transmitted on the output arcs to the appropriate places. This view of task execution is a direct application of Petri Nets[22,23]. Figure 1 illustrates the graph representation of a simple VAL function for computing the mean and standard deviation of three inputs. The concurrency in this graph is limited only by the data dependencies inherent in the computation. If all inputs become available at once, four operations (plus, and three
function Stats (X,Y,Z: real) returns real, real

let
  Mean  := (X + Y + Z) / 3;
  SD    := SQRT( (X^2 + Y^2 + Z^2) / 3 - Mean^2 );

in
  Mean, SD
endlet
endfun

Figure 1: A simple statistics function and its corresponding data flow graph.

Squaring ops.) can begin, thus taking advantage of general concurrency available within the function. Vectorized concurrency is embedded in the execution in an unusual way in that the three squaring operations can proceed together. Finally, pipelining is possible if multiple executions of the function proceed together; separate sets of values can work their way through the graph at their own rate.

One major component of data flow research is addressing the issue of appropriate hardware for graph execution. Quite a few different hardware organizations are being proposed for data flow[9,12,13,20,21,24,28]. One feature common to all of these approaches (and probably essential for high performance) is that each operator is scheduled for execution on a particular processor by the hardware after all operands become available.

Software for data flow programming must help identify concurrency in algorithms (and their corresponding programs) and map that concurrency into graphs. A particular algorithm may have many different data flow graphs ranging from nearly linear to vastly concurrent. Data flow can only achieve ultra-high speeds if the graphs lean toward the latter. Many
different software options are available, including writing pure data flow graphs\cite{7,10,15}, altering Fortran to generate graphs\cite{14,20}, using one of the newer concurrent languages\cite{8,30}, and (as always) defining a new language\cite{1,4,24}. Regardless of the approach taken, the ultimate criterion for evaluating data flow software must be its effectiveness in generating highly-concurrent graphs for solving large problems.

The VAL language\cite{1} is currently being developed by a group at MIT under the direction of Prof. J.B. Dennis. Their goal is a language suitable for the expression and translation of concurrency into data flow graphs. During the past two years Lawrence Livermore Laboratory has cooperated in the design and evaluation of VAL. Emphasis at LLL has been on the usefulness of VAL for current programming problems and its potential for future applications.

Overview of paper

This paper presents the design goals and major features of VAL, with examples and an analysis of its current status. To help illustrate use of the language, one sample program will be used throughout the text. Appendix I contains a complete program for adaptive quadrature\cite{11}; all sample lines of VAL code are taken directly from this source and accompanied by function names and line numbers to help identify the context. The reader is advised to scan this appendix prior to continuing with the rest of this paper.

The next section of the paper presents the basic design goals for VAL. These goals had a strong influence on the basic structure of the language, which is detailed in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the implementation of the adaptive quadrature program, working from the basic algorithm through the design and including an analysis of its speed. Section 5 critiques the current strengths and weaknesses of VAL, and Section 6 identifies areas of continuing research for data flow software.
Design Principles

The ultimate goal of data flow software must be to help identify concurrency in algorithms and map as much as possible into the graphs. In response to this goal, two basic design principles have been followed in the development of VAL. First, the concurrency in a VAL program must be visible to both programmer and translator, but in an implicit way. Visible concurrency is critical because a programmer faced with a slow program must be able to distinguish between a poor algorithm and a poor translation. Implicit concurrency is critical because of the potentially large number of processors involved. The second design principle in VAL is to help programmers write correct programs. The complexity of a multiprocessing environment must not degrade the time and effort needed to arrive at a working program. This section examines these design principles in more detail, with a concentration on how they influenced VAL.

Implicit concurrency

The idea behind implicit concurrency is to get a programmer to write his code in such a way that very little effort is expended on the details of multi-processing. Unfortunately, the details cannot be completely hidden because the programmer must be able to understand what concurrency is possible (so later improvements can be made). These constraints argue for very simple rules for identifying concurrency: a programmer cannot be expected to remember odd or complex rules that a translator might need in order to handle “worst-case” programs. In VAL the rules for identifying concurrency are simple, but at the expense of requiring programmers to operate in a more constrained environment. Programmers write expressions and functions; there are no statements or subroutines available. This decision prevents the occurrence of any side-effects in the language. As a result, most concurrency is obvious by just examining a program.

The prohibition against side-effects in VAL plays an important role in achieving implicit concurrency. In data flow, concurrency is only permitted when the execution of two or more operations cannot affect each other's results. In a language with side-effects this property is often difficult to verify, so many potential concurrenties are sequenced to insure correctness. In VAL every operation is a function and the effect of each function is limited to returning values. Hence, a programmer can write expressions and functions that define his computation without having to explicitly state which ones can execute together. If one operation does not use output from another, no sequencing will be imposed.
The problem with eliminating side-effects is that most everyone's programming experience is tied to them. Assignment statements stand out as the principal example. The concept of updating memory (i.e., modifying variables) must be thrown away. Another well-known (but rarely recommended) language feature, aliasing, must also be banned. These two examples only begin the list of common features that must be avoided, but they illustrate the enormity of the situation. The key for a programmer to overcome this situation is adapting to a value-oriented environment. VAL uses values. In a value system, new values may be defined and then used in many places, but no existing value can ever be modified. While this approach may seem rash at first, there is precedent in Lisp[19], and in fact, the transition is not really that difficult.

Aids for system design

The other design principle embraced in VAL is to help programmers produce correct and time-efficient programs. The language should be clear and concise; all potential actions should be understood by the programmer. Hidden meanings and actions are avoided simply because the added complexity introduced by thinking about concurrency will cause more effort than before.

One major effect of this design principle was the selection of an algebraic-type syntax (i.e., infix operators in expressions, where possible). Looking at the previous comments, some variant of pure Lisp seems like a natural choice. However, the readability of Lisp drops off drastically when dealing with large arithmetic expressions and some standard control structures. Since most of the codes requiring the high performance of data flow involve extensive physics and large expression evaluations, a conventional algebraic language seems appropriate.

Other important influences of this design principle are visible in VAL's definition of legal programs and its handling of run-time errors. Scope rules and type-checking tend to be restrictive, and they must be tightly enforced. Responses to run-time errors are also well-defined. If an array subscript is out of bounds, or some computation causes an overflow, the language definition specifies precisely what actions will be taken by the language. This is in contrast to the standard Fortran view (which is shared by most languages) that the results are undefined and hence may be implemented in any way convenient for the compiler.

With this brief description of the design principles, the language features to be presented may be somewhat easier to follow. For further discussion of the motivation and reasoning behind VAL and other data-flow like languages, see Ackerman[2].
Language Features

This section surveys the major features of VAL, concentrating on the more interesting and unusual parts of the language. This presentation takes an informal approach to describing parts of the language, with extensive use of examples. Implicit concurrency resides in almost every feature of the language, and this fact is emphasized throughout the discussion. The principal areas of interest in VAL are: data types, values, basic expressions, parallel expressions, sequencing expressions, and error handling.

Data types

VAL data types are similar to those found in most structured languages. `boolean`, `integer`, `real`, and `character` comprise the basic language-defined types. Each of these types carries an appropriate set of operators (eg +, -, &, |, ~ (not), >, =). New types may be constructed through `array`, `record`, and `enum` (discriminated union) definitions. The principal differences between VAL types and types in most other languages are in the definition and use of constructed types, type-checking rules, and the existence of error values within every type.

VAL arrays are unusual because the array bounds are not treated as part of the static type; they are extra information associated with each individual array. An array's component type is the only type information associated with an array. Hence, array-structured types use the declarative form illustrated here:

```
type Interval_list = array [ Interval ];
```

An interval_list is represented as an array of intervals. Subscripts for arrays are strictly limited to integers. By eliminating the range information from the type, strong type-checking can be enforced without getting into the Pascal difficulty that arrays of different bounds cannot be passed to the same procedure. This option also increases possibilities for useful array operations, such as:

---

1 This notation is used to indicate the location of the corresponding code in Appendix I. In this case the line is taken from the Adaptive_Quadrature function line 3.
Array construction in VAL takes an unusual form in order to improve possibilities for concurrency. All elements of an array can be specified simultaneously thus allowing all of the evaluations of array entries to proceed together. The syntax for array construction is an arbitrarily long list of ordered pairs, with the list enclosed in square brackets. The first of the pair is the index position in the array, the second is an expression representing the value to be held in that position. For example,

\[
[ 1 : \text{left\_interval}; 2 : \text{right\_interval} ]
\]  
(BTI, 16-17)

is an expression which creates an array with two elements. The values bound to the two identifiers become the values for the corresponding array locations. In this case, there is little concurrency (get the values bound to both identifiers) because the expressions are simple values. In general, however, all expressions inside the array construction can be computed simultaneously.

Record-constructed data types differ from most current approaches in both their static type properties and in their construction. The type of a VAL record is based solely on the constituent field names and their associated types. In particular, neither the order of definitions nor any type name bound to the structure influence the type matching process. Record construction is patterned after the array construction scheme which promotes concurrency.

\[
\text{record [ x\_low : low; Fx\_low : lowv; x\_high : high; Fx\_high : highv ]}
\]  
(Int. 6-9)

The above expression builds a record with four fields. Each field name is followed by an expression representing the value to be entered in the record. As with arrays, all field values can be computed concurrently, which again in this case gains very little.

The final type constructor, oneto, permits discriminated union types as in CLU[17]. Values of this type can take on the appearance of different types at different times during execution. For example, in the adaptive quadrature algorithm, the result of analyzing an interval will either be two new intervals (the old one divided in two) or no intervals at all if the analysis is complete. Such a result type can be specified by:

\[
\text{type Result\_info = oneto [ none : null; more : Interval\_list ];}
\]  
(AQ, 4)

An instance of type Result\_info can represent a value of type Interval\_list.
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(is an array with two entries) or of type null. The tag fields (none, more) identify the constituent types. When an object gets a value, one of the tags must be specified along with the appropriate information. For example,

```
make Result_info [ more: two_intervals ]
```

builds an object of type Result_info, whose constituent type is an Interval_list. In this case the identifier “two_intervals” has been previously bound to an array containing the two new intervals. The keyword make indicates that a value of the smoof type is to be constructed. Later, in the discussion of sequencing expressions, an operation (tagcase) will be introduced for getting at the information in a smoof value. As in the case of records, two smoof types are equivalent if the field names and the constituent types are the same.

Within this framework for defining and using types, VAL imposes strong type-checking. In a function call, actual and formal parameters must have equivalent types. Automatic type conversions are never made by the language. Each language-defined function has specific types expected for each parameter and they must match. As an example, the add operator can take two integers or two reals, but it will not do mixed mode arithmetic. Similarly, when values are bound to identifiers, the type of the value must be equivalent to the declared type of the identifier (i.e., no real can be bound to an integer identifier). Rather than having implicit type coercion, the language provides functions that will do conversions for all of the reasonable cases. This approach was taken partly as an aid to programmers to make it completely clear where conversions occur in the program, and partly to simplify the language rules with respect to mismatched types. As an implementation note, all type checking defined in VAL can be done at compile-time.

The last unusual aspect of VAL's data types is the presence of special error values which are an integral part of every data type. Included among these values are undefined, pos_err, neg_err, miss elt (missing array element), and unknown. They provide a simple mechanism for handling run-time errors without violating any type-correctness properties. The language also defines functions that test for the presence of these values, and all of the operators have well-defined propagation rules in the face of these values. More details on this subject are included in the section on error handling.

Values

The VAL programming philosophy is value-oriented, as opposed to the more traditional variable orientation. Most languages have concepts like "variables" and "memory updating", which imply that objects are mutable or modifiable. In VAL these concepts have been replaced by a value system where each object is immutable. The basis for this view resides in the target environment of data flow graphs. Once a value is computed by some operator and put on an output arc, the same value must be transmitted to all receiving operators. At first glance this orientation may seem very restrictive for programmers, possibly to the point of being unusable. That is, however, not true.
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Within the framework of value orientation, the concept of binding values to identifiers is still possible. The important point is to prevent identifiers from being used as variables, hence the rule:

Once an identifier is bound to a value, that binding must remain in force for the entire scope of access to that identifier.

This is commonly referred to as the single-assignment rule[2, 24]. The true effect of this rule is that of permitting defined constants. Each time a scope of access (block, function, etc.) is entered new bindings can be made which remain in force until that scope of access is completed (block exit, function return, etc.). Notice that on each scope entry the identifier-value bindings may be different, which distinguishes them from normal constants.

Array and record operations are most affected by the value orientation. Structured objects must be viewed as single values. Hence, arrays and records can never be modified. The only option is to build a new array or record that has the same values in all of the old positions, except for the particular element that is to be changed. Enforcement of this rule is accomplished by requiring that every identifier-value binding be made to a full identifier (not to a field or subscript position). So for example, no binding can begin with "a[i] := ...". To compensate for these difficulties in building a structure, VAL provides other schemes for allowing arrays and records to be completely built (in parallel if possible) and then bound to an identifier for use. The simple array construction operator was illustrated earlier as part of the description on arrays; a more complex array construction will be introduced in the discussion of parallel expressions.

Basic expressions and functions

The VAL language contains expressions and completely functional operators. There are no "statements" in the conventional sense. Every active language feature (ie non-declarative) is function-oriented in that it uses values provided by the current execution environment and its sole effect is to produce a set of result values. The rules for construction and use of expressions provide most of the protection against side-effects and at the same time help identify many forms of implicit concurrency.

The simplest expressions in VAL look just like expressions in most other languages. Infix operators (eg +, -, *, and /) can be applied to identifiers to compute some result. Among other things, the identifiers can represent simple types (integer, real, etc.), structured types (subscripted arrays and record field-accessing), and function calls. In function calls all parameters must be passed by value; this insures that the only effect of the expression is to compute a result. The amount of concurrency in an expression depends on the expression. The standard operator precedences are enforced by VAL, but values for the two operands for an infix operator can always be computed in parallel. So in the expression:

\[(\text{right} - \text{mid}) \ast (\text{right}v + \text{mid}v) \ast 0.5 \ast (\text{mid} - \text{left}) \ast (\text{mid}v + \text{left}v) \ast 0.5\]  

(CQ.18-19)
let
    left_interval : interval := record [ x_low : left ;
      Fx_low : leftv ;
      x_high : mid ;
      Fx_high : midv ];

    right_interval : interval := record [ x_low : mid ;
      Fx_low : midv ;
      x_high : right ;
      Fx_high : rightv ];

two_intervals : interval_list := [ 1: left_interval ;
    2: right_interval ] ;

in make Result_info [ more: two_intervals ]
endlet

Figure 2: A let-im expression illustrating temporary
environment expansion. It builds an array
containing information on two intervals.

every operation inside parentheses can execute simultaneously.

This general notion of an expression is enhanced significantly in VAL, so
that expressions and functions look and act very much alike. Normally, a
function displays the following characteristics—it receives inputs through
parameters, defines some environment for execution (eg makes new function
definitions or creates new identifier/value bindings), and then computes
some expression which is its result. The environment defined by the
function is only available during the execution of the function and it
disappears when the function returns. Several VAL expressions also have
this ability to temporarily extend the current execution environment by
creating new identifier/value bindings. As with functions, the scope of
these bindings is limited to the expression that makes them.

Environment extension within an expression is specified in VAL by giving a
list of identifier/value bindings in a header to the actual expression.
Both the type and value must be specified for each identifier; these
bindings then remain in force until the final expression is computed.
Using this view, it should be clear that each binding must be made to a
different identifier (ie single-assignment). The simplest example of an
expression which can extend the execution environment is the let-im
expression. The code in Figure 2 takes information on two integration
intervals and builds a value of type Result_info which was described
earlier. The expression in the im clause generates the final result. All
of the bindings made at the beginning of this expression disappear as soon
as the result value has been computed.
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The header of an expression may contain substantial amounts of concurrency. All expressions cannot generally execute simultaneously, because an expression may use identifiers bound earlier in the header. However, the only limit to concurrency is the data dependencies. In Figure 2, both record structures can be constructed in parallel before they are entered in the array. While this amounts to very little concurrency, several examples in Appendix I illustrate situations where the concurrency is very large (e.g., the Compute_Quads function).

VAL functions and expressions have also been extended to allow them to return more than one value. In conventional languages a function can only return one value. If others are needed, they come back through the parameters or global data. Since both are side-effects (unexpressible in VAL) a function is permitted to specify a list of results that it will return on every call. The most common way of generating a list of results is by specifying a comma-delimited list of expressions (other forms will be introduced in the discussion of parallel expressions). A list of results can then be used in a program anywhere that a list of the particular type is expected, such as multiple binding definitions and parameters to another function call. The former is illustrated below. The Compute_Quads function returns two values: an area calculation and a list of intervals that need further processing.

new_area : real,
result_data : Result_list := Compute_Quads ( list );

(Int, 12–14)

Since the types and order of the return parameters match the types and order of the target identifiers, this is a valid use of multiple expressions.

Parallel expressions

One of the most important forms of concurrency available in VAL comes from the forall expression. In conventional languages, looping constructs are often employed to compute some information when in reality all of the loop "passes" could execute in parallel without interference. Sequencing is imposed only because the language and target machine operate sequentially. Array construction, where each entry's value can be computed simultaneously, is one example. Another example, where the "passes" are not completely independent, but can be organized for faster execution, is summing a long list of numbers. A binary tree structured evaluation of the partial sums permits the entire summing operation to be completed in logarithm time instead of linear time. Both of these concurricencies are representable in VAL.

Parallel array construction is expressed in VAL by using forall with a construct clause. Figure 3 illustrates this usage. The body of the expression executes once for each element in the range of execution specified at the top of the expression. The construct clause implies that the value of the forall expression is an array; the indices of the array are the range elements and each element value is determined by the expression following construct. In general, several ranges can be specified in the header. In this case the body will execute on the cross-product of the index values and the result will be an array of
forall i in [array limb(list), array limb(list)]
{list of header definitions}
construct if done then make Result_info [none:nil]
else Build_two_intervals(left, leftv, mid, midv, right, rightv)
endall endif

Figure 3: Forall expression that generates all elements
of an array simultaneously.

Arrays. If more than one construct arm is specified, the forall becomes a
multiple expression yielding a separate array for each arm.

Fast expression evaluation through binary tree structuring is possible in
VAL through the use of an eval clause in forall. This is only possible
when one associative, dyadic operator is to be applied to a sequence of
values. The following piece of code, when inserted in Figure 3 directly
above the existing construct clause, adds up areas for intervals with
acceptable approximations.

eval plus if done then new_area
else 0.0 endif

(CQ.22-23)

The operator specified immediately after eval becomes the associative
expression following the operator—each execution in the forall range
produces one value for the list. Notice that the result of an eval clause
is one value, as opposed to one array in the case of the construct.
Currently, only operations known to the language may be identified as the
special operator (plus, times, max, min, and, or). The eval arms may
be used in exactly the same places as construct. They may have multiple
occurrences—each one yielding a single value as part of the
multi-expression forall. Eval and construct arms may be interleaved in any
order. In these situations the order of the result arms defines the order
of the forall results.

Sequencing expressions

While most of VAL is designed to promote concurrency, sequential execution
is enforced in some places. Sequencing is imposed either to insure logical
correctness or to avoid initiating some operations whose results will never
be usable. These situations can arise with all three VAL conditional
expressions. If-then-else expressions permit basic selection of expression
results. The if-then-else expression provides a means of interrogating values
having a result type, while maintaining type-correctness. The last
expression, for-iter, implements loops that cannot execute in parallel
because values produced in one pass must be used in the next. In all of these expressions, some conditional clause (if boolean expression, tag of a on eof type, or the loop restart test) controls activities that will follow. VAL imposes the explicit constraint that no result operation will begin execution until the conditional clause selects the appropriate action.

The if expression is akin to the standard if statement found in most languages—only in VAL each result clause must be an expression (or multiple expression). A Boolean expression provides selection between a then and else expression. To ensure static type consistency, VAL requires that the expressions defined by each result option be type equivalent. If a programmer needs to return two different structures depending on the test condition, he can employ the on eof type constructor. An if expression with a on eof result can be found in Figure 3. The construct clause produces an array, where each element is of type Result_info. The then clause of the if produces a Result_info value having a "none" tag. The else clause uses another function which produces a Result_info value having the "more" tag. Hence, regardless of the result clause chosen at execution, the type of the result is certain to be Result_info.2

The tag a s e expression permits access to information on an identifier whose type is on eof without violating type correctness. The strategy is to interrogate the tag field to discover the value's true type and then use a multi-way branch to select the appropriate action. It is illustrated below:

```
tag a s e interval_data := result_data[loc]
  tag none : new_list
  tag more :    new_list
                [ 1: interval_data[1]]
                  [ 1: interval_data[2]]
  endtag
```

This expression examines a value of type Result_info (namely, the value bound to result_data[loc]) and the result of the tag a s e depends on the tag associated with that value. The assignment in the header is a semantic maneuver to preserve type correctness; in each tag arm the identifier "interval_data" takes on the type associated with the corresponding tag field. This permits the information within a on eof object to be accessed properly for each possible case. The result of the above tag a s e is a list of intervals, either the existing list (if the result_data had no intervals), or the existing list with the two intervals cated at the end (each new interval is first transformed into a one element array to establish type compatibility for the cated operator). Notice that as in the if expression, all arms of a tag a s e must generate the same type of expression.

---

2 An alternate solution is to have the if expression return an array of intervals. The then clause would return an array with zero elements and the else clause would contain two elements. This is legal since type checking does not involve array ranges.
for
  area : real
  := 0.0 :
  list : interval_list
  := { initial interval info. } :
  do
    let
      new_area : real,
      result_data : Result_list
      := Compute_Quads ( list ) :
      new_intervals : Interval_list
      := Build_list ( result_data ) :
    in
      if array_size ( new_intervals ) = 0
        then area + new_area
        else iter
          area := area + new_area:
          list := new_intervals:
          end iter
    endif
  endfor

Figure 4: Illustration of the for loop.

The last major form of expression in VAL is for-iter which permits sequential looping. In this expression values can be transmitted from one pass through the loop to the next. This transmission can only occur by defining loop variables and then making assignments to them just prior to the beginning of the next pass. Notice that the conventional method of retaining information from one pass to the next, assigning to global variables, is not permitted in VAL. Within a for loop, objects can only be bound to identifiers defined inside the loop. The program segment in Figure 4, illustrates the use of for. This loop cycles on the following three steps:

1. Find intervals with acceptable area estimates
2. Organize remaining intervals in a new list
3. Stop when there are no more intervals

The loop parameters (declared in the heading) carry information from one pass to the next, namely the area accumulated so far, and the list of intervals requiring further processing. The body of for must be an expression. In this case, when all intervals are done, the value computed in the then clause will be returned as the final value of for. Iteration is allowed through an iter clause that can be used in place of any result expression. The assignments in the iter clause specify new bindings to be made to the loop parameters prior to reexecution.
In all of the conditional expressions concurrency is limited by the controlling boolean expression. Only the required arm of an if or {case expression will execute. Similarly, the next pass in a for loop will not begin until an item clause is evaluated. This strategy for handling conditionals may cost some time in terms of execution speed (evaluation of result clauses cannot be overlapped with the controlling conditional) but it almost certainly saves in that only usable computations are begun, and hence there is no need for abort procedures.

Error handling

One unfortunate effect of having a language that emphasizes concurrency at the operation level is that it is difficult to stop a computation in midstream, since the program can be concurrently executing in many places. This problem requires a different error-handling mechanism from conventional languages. A VAL function can never abort in the middle of its calculation; it must either terminate generating legal type-correct results, or run forever (due to an infinite loop). This characteristic is possible because every data type contains error values in addition to the values commonly associated with the type. When an operator cannot carry out its assigned task (e.g., multiplication, underflows, or accessing an undefined array element) it returns the appropriate error value. All operators are defined over the complete range of the appropriate types, so the error information can propagate through. Language-defined functions permit testing for the presence of error values so a programmer can choose to provide alternate results when an anticipated error arises.

This strategy is still only of marginal use when actually tracing back some error. It is unreasonable to insert code to test the validity of every operator, yet failing to do so may obscure where an error actually arises. One proposal (which is not yet officially in VAL) is to have the language define a special audit trail associated with each error value. This trail would provide information about where an error originated and what transformations it went through during propagation. Since this audit trail would constitute an unusual side-effect if it were accessible within the program, one constraint on this information is that it could only be dumped to some system file for later access. While this is not an ideal solution, it would permit reasonable testing without violating any language principles.
Adaptive Quadrature in VAL

Programming in VAL can be illustrated by examining its use in solving some problem. Adaptive quadrature has been selected because it contains several interesting levels of concurrency, the algorithm is relatively simple to understand, and the solution in VAL gives a balanced view of the language. Three basic parts of the programming process are of interest here: Algorithm selection requires a thorough understanding of how the algorithm works, and where the potential concurrencies and "slow spots" reside. Program design stresses correctly mapping the algorithm onto VAL, and at the same time insuring that the algorithm's concurrencies are still visible in the data flow graph. Finally, analysis of the program is critical for determining improvements and variations that would either favor more accurate or faster results.

Review of adaptive quadrature

Adaptive quadrature is an algorithm for computing the integral of some function, $f$, over a specified interval. $f$ is assumed to be continuous over the interval, however the only way to gather specific information on the function is to evaluate it at various points within the interval. Adaptive quadrature uses a simple approximating function, APPROX, (eg the trapezoidal rule) and a scheme for sub-dividing intervals (eg bisection). The algorithm begins by applying APPROX to the interval as a whole to get one integral approximation, and then sub-dividing the interval and applying APPROX again to each subinterval, summing the results, to get a second integral approximation. The two approximations are compared, and if sufficiently close, the latter one is taken as the integral of the function. Otherwise, the entire algorithm is applied independently to each sub-interval until acceptable results are found, and then all of the partial results are added for a final result.

The effectiveness of adaptive quadrature in computing an integral relies on its sparing use of calls to $f$. In most applications, function calls are likely to be very expensive, often completely dominating the cost of the integration calculation. By treating each split interval independently, most intervals are likely to converge to a good approximation quickly—without using many function calls. Hence, the cost of function calls is only incurred where the information is likely to make substantial improvement in the approximation. For more information on this algorithm see de Boor[11].
One of the open questions regarding this algorithm is the choice of an acceptance criteria for deciding when a particular approximation should be taken. Rice[25,26,27] proposes a myriad of options that trade off accuracy for execution time, the principle differences being in the amount of information required in order to make the accept/reject decision. Simple information, like the interval's size and overall acceptable error, is sufficient to construct a converging solution; however, extra information, like error estimates for completed intervals, may lead to a faster solution.

The important concurrency in adaptive quadrature rests in the independent handling of each of the sub-intervals. Once the process has iterated through several sub-divisions there are many intervals that can be analyzed simultaneously. In particular, each interval analysis requires one invocation of \( \mathcal{F} \) (at the midpoint, when using bisection and the trapezoidal rule) so all of those function calls can execute concurrently. Since these calls dominate the cost of execution, they are almost certain to control overall speed of this algorithm on a multiprocessor.

Program design

The goal in implementing an adaptive quadrature program is to arrange the computation so that all of the intervals can be operated upon concurrently. One approach for achieving this goal is to use recursion. As the interval splits occur, the independent function invocations can proceed simultaneously. Unfortunately, VAL does not currently permit recursion so another design scheme must be used.\(^3\) The design implemented in Appendix I uses a list structure (represented in VAL as an array) to keep track of the intervals that require further processing. This structure was proposed by Rice[25] with the idea that in a multiprocessor environment the processors would be constantly taking intervals from the front of the list, and adding the split intervals to the rear. This implementation differs in that it processes the entire list simultaneously, and then constructs a new list comprising all of the split intervals. The issue of an appropriate interval acceptance criteria is temporarily side-stepped by having the user supply a stopping condition routine in addition to \( \mathcal{F} \).

Concurrent processing of all intervals on the list is accomplished with a \texttt{forall} expression that returns an array of results (one result for each interval processed). The code for this part of the program is in the \texttt{Compute_Quads} function. The range of the \texttt{forall} is set to the length of the list and the body computes the interval analysis for one interval (which includes invocation of the \( \mathcal{F} \) function). The result of each interval analysis is returned in an array entry, as specified in a \texttt{construct} clause. The concurrency of the algorithm is obvious because the critically expensive function call is embedded in the parallel expression feature.

The only weakness of this solution is the return of the new list of intervals for the next pass. From the dividing nature of the algorithm we know that the new list may contain anywhere from zero to twice the number of intervals that were input. Unfortunately, the \texttt{construct} arm of a \texttt{forall}

\(^3\) This language constraint may change in the future. There will be further discussion of this point later in the paper.
must return an array that has exactly the range of the loop control identifier (ie the same length as the input array). To compensate, elements of the output array are 

of structures whose contents can vary between array elements. Each entry has either no intervals or two new intervals. Since this structure is not the same as the list of intervals input to the 

expression, a restructuring step must take place. This is done in Integrate by calling Build_list.

Program analysis

This solution has both good and bad points when considering concurrency. The program does permit many simultaneous evaluations of the target function. Since that part is assumed to be the most expensive step in the operation, that should have a very good impact on the execution time. On the negative side, the list restructuring (in Build_list) is a sequential operation and hence, time-consuming. One possible remedy for the future is to add another form of result generator to the 

expression, one which would permit the construction of arbitrary length arrays in parallel. For now though, we must settle for the position that the sequential portion of the program, while inelegant, is unlikely to dominate the cost of the computation.

Another important issue in analysis is how the various interval acceptance criteria proposed by Rice would affect the concurrency of the program. Rather than discussing each option in detail, several principles will be stated that should help the reader understand the nature and use of VAL more clearly. The primary concern is to identify those pieces of information that can and cannot be passed to some "Stopping Condition" function. As currently structured, the decisions about interval splitting are made during the processing of each interval—thus they are done in parallel. At that point, only information on the current interval and information from the previous passes can be used. For example, instead of providing the interval's size, any or all of the following information could be passed (assuming appropriate changes in the code to accumulate these statistics):

1. interval endpoints
2. partial area accumulation as of last pass
3. partial error estimate as of last pass
4. number of intervals remaining in the list

These are some types of information that could be useful in designing different stopping conditions. Absent from this list is any information about analysis on the current pass through the intervals. It may be possible that almost all of the intervals in the current pass get very accurate estimates and so the few remaining ones can afford to be less precise. That information will not be available until the next pass, because the analysis of all intervals is concurrent.

An alternate solution design would permit information about the current pass results to be available immediately, but at the expense of some speed at execution. The decision on whether to split an interval or quit could be moved to the Build_list routine. This routine is already sequentially oriented, so it would not drastically change the program. The for loop could be changed to include some loop variables that keep information on
the latest error and area estimates. The cost of this approach is that the decisions on whether or not to split each interval would now be done sequentially rather than simultaneously. Notice, however, that this cost is directly related to the type of algorithm that is desired. A stopping condition that needs absolutely current information about the state of the approximation imposes more constraints on the solution.

In summary, one of the main concerns of a programmer using VAL will be in understanding the timing constraints of potential solution candidates and finding an implementation that adds as little as necessary. In the adaptive quadrature problem, the critical concurrency must be the multiple function evaluations. The proposed solution permits this concurrency with only a modest amount of effort. The program variations to accommodate different stopping conditions can be done with the corresponding concurrentities available to each choice. The one sequencing constraint introduced by programming in VAL is the list restructuring at the end of each pass.
Language Critique

This section gives a detailed analysis of the VAL language. Its principal strength, relative to other language candidates, is VAL's ability to display large amounts of general concurrency in an implicit way. Possible side benefits may accrue from research in functional programming; most of the verification techniques discussed in that environment are directly applicable to VAL. On the negative side, the language design is not yet complete. Some extensions must be added, the critical one being I/O facilities. Other facilities would be beneficial to include—among them recursion.

Strengths

Implicit concurrency stands as the most significant aspect of VAL in relation to other language options for a data flow environment. Languages having explicit concurrency, like Concurrent Pascal[8] and Modula[30], have two serious drawbacks when considered for data flow. First, concurrency at the individual operator level requires far too much effort for a programmer to express. In VAL this concurrency requires no extra effort. As an illustration, consider the Compute_Quads function in Appendix I. This function abounds with operator level concurrency in every expression. In order to express this concurrency in Concurrent Pascal or Modula would require a very large number of process definitions—without question an unreasonable strategy. The second drawback to languages with explicit concurrency is that they require explicit synchronization. Again, refer back to the Compute_Quads function. The end of the forall expression requires merging of information from all of the different range evaluations into one array and also into one sum. This is actually a massive amount of process interaction, and would require liberal use of semaphores or monitors in any current languages. VAL has no need for synchronization tools because the interaction is implicit, thus saving programmers from the tedious and often difficult chore of defining correct interactions.

Another language option for data flow is to take standard Fortran and write a new compiler that generates appropriate graphs. The problem with this form of "implicit" concurrency is that both programmer and compiler would have difficulty identifying concurrency. The abundant side-effect possibilities would force even a smart compiler to pass over certain concurrent operations because their independence could not be assured. VAL avoids the problem because side-effects are not expressible.
A final data flow language option is to employ one of the existing languages used for multiprocessing. LRLtran[18] is Lawrence Livermore Laboratory's version of Fortran that compiles code for the CDC-7600, CDC Star, and Cray-I. Another candidate is Glypnir[16], which compiles code for the Illiac IV. These languages suffer one major drawback in that they concentrate on vector-type concurrency to the exclusion of all other forms. VAL permits vector concurrency, in fact, strongly encourages it through the forall expression, but not to the exclusion of other forms. All forms of concurrency can be exploited at the same time, without special notation or effort on the part of the programmer.

Another strength of VAL is its strong resemblance to applicative (or functional) programming systems, such as the one proposed by Backus[8]. Applicative systems stress programming with true mathematical functions. Some early results show possibilities for proving properties about programs, which may lead to correctness and/or verification schemes. The functional nature of VAL programs contains many of the same properties as those emphasized in applicative systems. The main difference between the two approaches at this time is that VAL explicitly considers data and data types as part of the language applicative systems do not. In principle, this difference means that functions in applicative systems are defined over the complete universe of inputs while VAL functions are only defined over the domain of the input types. In practice, it means that we need to limit analysis of of VAL functions to situations that are known to be type-correct, which is not at all unreasonable.

Weaknesses

The weaknesses of VAL tend to fall into two categories. The first, and more serious, are those shortcomings for which a good answer is necessary but currently missing. Principal among these deficiencies is the lack of I/O. The remaining weaknesses involve limitations in the language which were originally imposed to avoid possible problems or conflicts later. Some of these limitations may not be necessary and yet they constrain useful programs (eg no recursion).

The lack of I/O facilities in VAL is currently the most disturbing problem. The difficulty with adding I/O is its inherent side-effect nature. Output routines do not have a value, they modify some external environment. Input routines use an external environment to determine their results, so they are not functions either. The problem can best be illustrated in VAL by considering the adaptive quadrature program. What would happen if the Evaluate_function routine provided by a user invoked either input or output? Since the solution is designed to have many calls simultaneously executing, what order (if any) could be imposed on access to the external environment? The one problem with having completely functional environment is embedding it in a non-functional computing world.

The only answer to this problem in the current version of VAL is to treat I/O files as standard data objects; the input file must be completely present at program initiation. All I/O functions would have to be given a

---

This weakness is not limiting in their current environment because the machines mentioned only have the power to exploit vector concurrency.
file (tie a record of values) to be operated on at every invocation, and
return a different file on completion. Thus read and write would
effectively become pop and push operations on files structured as stacks.
This solution works because the "files" are not global data that are
updated; simultaneous writes would create multiple files, each having a
different final entry. Programmers would then have to deal with the
problem. This solution is unacceptable because it disallows any
interaction with the program during execution.

Another weakness in the current definition of VAL centers on the use of
eval clauses in a forall expression. Currently only six language-defined
operators can be used as the result merging operation. Other operations
might be very useful in that position. If catenation were permitted, the
adaptive quadrature solution could be shortened (and sped up) by having
Compute_Quads build a new interval list directly, rather than use
Build_List. One could also envision other operations users would need to
write, that would be beneficial. In general, user-defined functions in the
eval position are prohibited because associativity cannot be assured.
Without this property, tree-evaluations can produce unexpected results. An
interesting anomaly exists in that two of the six acceptable operations
(plus and times) are not usually viewed as being associative in finite
precision arithmetic. Prescaling the operands may circumvent this problem,
but at a substantial cost in time (namely, a tree-structured scaling
operation).

The remaining weaknesses of VAL are related to unduly constraining the
language in several places. Probably the most important of these is the
prohibition against recursion. Recursion in a conventional language is a
powerful tool that can greatly simplify the presentation of some
algorithms. In a parallel processing language the advantages are even
greater because simultaneous recursive calls can display substantial
concurrency.

The recursive version of Integrate shown in Appendix II could replace four
functions (Integrate, Compute_Quads, Build_list, and Make_two_intervals) in
Adaptive_Quadrature and still compute the same function. The obvious
advantage of this version is that it is substantially shorter than the
previous version while specifying the same computation. Even more
significant, this version contains more potential concurrency. The
original version required that all work on a particular interval list be
finished before the next pass began. In the recursive version there is no
such restriction, and there is no slow spot in the calculation due to a
linear sequencing of operations. In fairness, however, it is important to
notice that in a recursive version there are more limitations on the type of
information that could be given to a Stopping_Condition function. Only
information on the current interval (eg. size, bounds, and area estimates)
and initial constraints (eg. desired error bound for the entire problem) can
be used in the recursive version.

Two other possibly unnecessary language constraints are worth mentioning.
A VAL function can only invoke functions which it has defined and functions
declared external. This rule helps insure that function blocks are
logically self-contained and thus easily transported to different
environments. However, it hampers program design in that if some utility
function is needed by two other functions, the utility must be promoted to
the highest access level—external. For this reason, the Adaptive
Quadrature program is not quite legal. For readability, that program has
all functions declared at the outermost scope level. With this structure the functions should not be able to call each other. A simple program restructuring could nest the Adaptive Quadrature functions into an acceptable form, so the issue is only one of aesthetics and convenience. The other annoying constraint is that functions cannot be passed as parameters. In conventional languages such a feature is difficult to implement due to environment control issues; but the VAL environment creates no such problems. Function parameters would improve the adaptive quadrature program by allowing the two user-defined functions to be passed rather than defined globally, thus permitting users to name their functions more appropriately.
Continuing Research

Research in the area of data flow computing, including work on data flow languages, is still in its very early stages. The work reported in this paper represents some current ideas about how to communicate concurrent algorithms. VAL has proved useful in writing some commonly used applications programs. However, there is much language work that still needs to be done. Three different directions need to be pursued in some detail: language modifications needed to address current weaknesses, compilation techniques for optimizing translation to data flow graphs, and programming techniques for using the language to its fullest.

Language improvements

Many of the current weaknesses in VAL can be handled by relatively minor adjustments to the language definition. These points have already been made and therefore will not be repeated here. The one major problem in VAL as it is currently defined is the lack of I/O facilities, a problem which is not easily remedied. The most promising solution for adding I/O facilities to VAL is the stream concept. This facility has been suggested for use in data flow languages[4,29], but the details have yet to be worked out thoroughly.

A stream is a sequence of values. The only stream operations are append to the end of a sequence and remove from the front of a sequence. Because these operations only deal with the ends, a function could operate on a stream without having the entire sequence available. Normally streams would be used in a data flow language to set up a "pipeline" between two functions. The first function would build a list by appending results to a specific stream. The second function could then remove the results as they are generated and continue processing. Because the second function need not have the entire stream defined before it begins using it, the second function can begin execution as soon as any element is put in the stream. This implies that both functions can operate simultaneously with the receiver function limited in speed by the rate that the sender function generates values.

Streams may be a reasonable way to treat I/O. The language could define two streams (one for input and one for output) that would be connected to the outside world. Since the values for a stream need not be known until requested, the interface to the outside world could put the correct value on the input line, once it sees which information is being requested. Output could be transmitted directly out, not waiting for the end of the
program to transmit everything. While this approach seems feasible, many
details still need to be settled. In particular, how are streams defined,
connected, and disconnected from functions as they are defined in VAL?
Also, secondary storage reintroduces the problem of side-effects, now
possible by writing to "memory" and then reading it later. How can the
needs of users to do I/O be reconciled with the fact that it is an inherent
side-effect?

Compilation techniques

A second area where substantial work needs to be done is the development of
compilation techniques for translating into data flow graphs. Many of the
features in VAL can be translated directly into graphs with very little
effort. However, there are a few constructs which pose problems for even
simple translation. Completely open is the area of optimizing techniques
for graph translation.

One of the trickiest questions with respect to compiling into graphs
is—what form should the graphs take? In particular, must the complete
graph be defined and created by a compiler? If the graph must be
completely specified at compile-time, then some concurrency in a program
may become sequential in the graph. Take for example, the forall
expression. If the range of the expression is only computable at run-time,
how can the compiler know how many replications of the expression header to
make? Similarly, if two invocations of a function can take place in
parallel, how does one get multiple copies of the graph? Both of these
situations arise in the adaptive quadrature program. The highly critical
forall expression in Compute_Quads has a range that varies at run-time with
totally unpredictable behaviour. Similarly, the number of potentially
current calls to Evaluate_Function is not known until execution. With
static graphs, some sort of "reentrant" graph concept may be necessary.

If the complete graph need not be specified by the compiler, then some
notation must be developed for describing how pieces of a graph can be
constructed during execution of the graph. This appears to be non-trivial.
A major problem with graphs that can grow at run-time is the potential for
deadlock. There is certain to be some upper limit (albeit very large) on
the amount of space a data flow computer will have for holding a graph. If
a program yields a large amount of concurrency by using language features
that replicate graph portions, it is conceivable that the program could
attempt to expand past the limits of the space, and hence deadlock. These
arguments suggest that a compiler for VAL would have to have some extra
help from the programmer above and beyond the program input. This
interaction would help the compiler generate code that would get as much
concurrency as possible while controlling the use of graph space.

Optimizing compilers for a data flow language pose even more problems. A
VAL program may contain some forms of concurrency that are difficult to
reflect in a graph. Array usage is a case in point. An array may be built
in one forall expression and then immediately be used inside another. From
a data and control dependency viewpoint, as each element of the array is
computed, the corresponding range index of the following forall may be
clear to execute. If the expressions are compiled so that the entire array
is built in one expression and then handed over to the next, that
concurrency is lost. Since many number-crunching applications have exactly
this type of structure throughout the program, such a loss could be significant. This point is discussed in more detail by Woodruff[31].

Programming techniques

In order to make data flow a truly useful computing approach, better programming techniques must be developed. Currently several efforts are underway to take existing production codes at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and translate them into equivalent VAL programs. Such work is a start toward understanding the best ways for using VAL. We need to know more about the kinds of concurrent algorithms that are easily done in VAL, and more important, those that are not. Work also needs to be done on developing new concurrent algorithms for solving problems, rather than taking the old approaches and mapping them onto a new programming language. Finally, we need to consider the impact of concurrent languages on the code testing process. Until program verification becomes a common practice, debugging is a fact of life. In a highly concurrent environment it may be sheer torture.

Every time a programmer is introduced to a new language a substantial amount of effort must be made to get him into the appropriate "mind-set" in order to use it well. Part of this effort is learning how to reason about concurrent algorithms and understanding how to convey that information through the compiler. Since speed of execution is critical, it is important to be able to identify the "slow" spots in a program and recode them for better performance. Right now we know very little about general techniques for doing this kind of analysis.

In the area of finding new concurrent algorithms, very little is known. Arvind and Bryant[3] studied one LLL code for solving partial differential equations and found that while several parts contained massive concurrency, the overall time-limiting factor is a very sequential matrix inversion algorithm. A more concurrent algorithm (even one that requires substantially more computational effort) could remove this limitation and yield a much faster program. This is just one example of where more research on concurrent algorithms could be put to use.

Finally, there are practicalities. Debugging has often been considered one of the hardest and most time consuming portions of a programming project. If it is so difficult in a sequential environment, how much worse will it be in a parallel one? To make matters worse, some common debugging tools are probably not available. It is unclear how one could breakpoint a VAL program during execution and make any sense out of the current state because the current state may be active in literally thousands of places. While developing useful debug tools for this environment may not be as theoretically interesting, it would certainly be extremely useful.
Summary

Many of the recent efforts to increase the effective speed of computers have centered around the idea of multiprocessoring, particularly on programs that currently take several machine hours to run. Unfortunately, current languages still impose a sequential mind-set on the programmers. Concurrency is treated as a special case that requires significantly more effort from the programmer both in terms of logical understanding and actual code to represent it. The basic principle of data flow computing is that most programs have a vast amount of concurrency embedded in them (mostly at the individual operation level) that could be exploited on hardware that has a large number of processors. In this sort of environment, current languages are inappropriate because they discourage concurrency in programs and even hamper thinking in those terms.

The VAL language provides a hospitable environment for dealing with concurrency. A VAL program automatically executes to its full level of concurrency, which is limited only by data dependencies, control dependencies, and the number of available processors. The data dependency limits are imposed by the algorithm employed in a program. The control dependency limits help avoid wasting processor usage on operations whose results are not necessary. In VAL, concurrency is the rule, and sequentiality is the exception. Programmers are encouraged to think about their algorithms and identify portions that can execute simultaneously. Once those sections are known, very little effort is needed to display the concurrency in the code.

One of the major strengths of VAL is its ability to represent many different types of concurrency. Vectorizing, pipelining, and independent operator execution are equally available for use. A programmer need not tune his program for one specific type of concurrency to the exclusion of all others. Many forms can be used simultaneously. This freedom should also be of great value in the development of new algorithms for solving old problems. It is interesting to note that the basic design principles behind VAL are exactly the same as those advocated by researchers in the areas of semantics and program verification. VAL prohibits all forms of side-effects and aliasing, insisting on functional program features. The motivation for this approach was to insure fast and maximal identification of operations that can safely proceed concurrently. While verification was not an explicit design goal in VAL, its functional characteristics may be very amenable to the current program proving techniques.

The restraining caution in this work is that all data flow research is in its infancy. VAL will require substantially more work on its definition, translation, and techniques for use before it will be a viable
production-level tool. Work is currently in progress at MIT to address the remaining language definition problems. At Lawrence Livermore Laboratory the emphasis has been on the techniques for use. By taking current production codes that dominate the computing time, and translating them into VAL we hope to develop a better understanding of both the physics problems and methods for solving them in a data flow environment. The remaining area, translation of VAL into data flow graphs, may turn out to be one of the more difficult problems. Basic translation of VAL into graphs is possible; however, finding good optimizing schemes may be well in the future.
Appendix I: Adaptive Quadrature Program

function Adaptive_Quadrature ( low, high : real returns real )

% Adaptive Quadrature computes the integral of a function, F,
% on the range: low ... high (the inputs). The user must provide
% two functions. Their characteristics are described in the external
% declarations below. Most of the design and implementation
% for this program are discussed in the paper under the section:
% Adaptive Quadrature in VAL. Comments at the top of each function
% explain the operations performed within that function.

type Interval = record [ x_low, Fx_low, x_high, Fx_high : real ];
  % An interval is represented by its endpoints and the values of
  % the function at those endpoints.

type Interval_list = array [ Interval ];
  % A list of intervals is represented by an array of intervals.
  % The list always begins at the 1 index position and extends
  % as high as necessary.

type Result_info = oneof [ none; null; more : Interval_list ];
  % The result of analyzing an interval may be that no new
  % intervals are generated (none tag) or two new intervals
  % are generated (more tag, list has 2 entries).

type Result_list = array [ Result_info ];
  % A result list holds all results from the processing of one
  % interval list. Notice that each array entry is a oneof
  % type and the tags need not match between entries.

external Evaluate_Function ( x: real returns real );
  % This must be a user provided function for computing F(x)
  % where x will be on the range: low ≤ x ≤ high.

external Stopping_Condition ( area1, area2, interval_width : real
  returns boolean );
  % This must be a user defined function for deciding if
  % "area1" and "area2" are close enough to permit the latter
  % to be used as the approximation for an interval of width
  % "interval_width". The program could be easily modified
  % to allow this function access to other information.
To improve readability, each function is presented separately, at the same syntactic nesting level. This structure is not legal in VAL because functions are not permitted to call other functions declared at the same level. These functions could easily be reorganized into a correct VAL program, if necessary.

function Integrate(low, lovw, high, highv: real returns real)

% The algorithm for AQ is implemented by keeping:
% 1. a list of intervals for which an acceptable approximation has NOT been found, and
% 2. a running sum of areas for intervals with acceptable approximations.

% Execution proceeds in the following cycle:
% 1. Compute a new approximation for each interval on list
%    => if acceptable, accumulate area
%    => if not, divide interval into two intervals
% 2. Restructure unresolved intervals into a new list
% 3. If no intervals on list, return total area
% 4. Repeat cycle with new list

for area : real := 0.0;
list : Interval_list := [ I: record [ x_low : low;
Fx_low : lovw;
x_high : high;
Fx_high : highv ] ]
doce
list
new_area : real,
result_data : Result_list := Compute.Quad ( list )
new_intervals : Interval_list := Build_list ( result_data )
if array_size ( new_intervals ) = 0 then
area := area + new_area
endif
endforeach
endfor
function Compute_Quads ( list : interval_list returns real, Result_list )

% Compute Quads receives a list of intervals for which
% acceptable area approximations have not been found.
% For each interval ( all are done in parallel ) its
% midpoint and function value at the midpoint are computed.
% The trapezoidal rule is applied separately to each half
% interval, and once to the interval as a whole. If the
% two approximations are acceptable ( as defined by the
% Stopping Condition ) , that area is added into the other
% acceptable areas for this list. Insufficient approximations
% return two sub-intervals to be operated upon later.
% The initial assignments below ( left — rightv )
% are purely for readability. Areas are only accumulated
% for acceptable approximations ( done in "eval plus" ).
% Due to strong type checking, the list of results must be
% elements of a array of type representing either:
% 1. no new intervals ( "none" option )
% or 2. two new intervals => "more" option .

forall i in [ array_list(list).array_list(list) ]

left   : real
leftv  : real
right  : real
rightv : real
mid    : real
midv   : real
old_area : real
new_area : real
done   : boolean

old_area := Evaluate_Function(mid);
new_area := (right - left) * (rightv + leftv) * 0.5;
donu

if done then new_area
else 0.0
endif

construct if done then make Result_info [ none:nil ]
else Build_two_intervals(left, leftv,
                       mid, midv,
                       right, rightv )

endif

endfun
function Build_list (result_data: Result_list returns interval_list)

   Build_list takes a list where each element is either:
   
   1. empty, or
   
   2. a pair of interval descriptions

   and returns a list whose elements are the
   non-empty intervals from the input.

   This implementation examines each of the input elements
   sequentially and for each pair of intervals found, it
   concatenates them one at a time to the list that will
   eventually be returned. The actual concatenate operation looks
   unusual because each element must be converted to a one element
   array in order to ensure type-correctness for "||", which
   requires that all operands be arrays.

   for

   new_list : Interval_list := empty [ Interval_list ];
   loc : integer := array_limit ( result_data );

   do

   if loc > array_limit ( result_data )

       then new_list

   else iter

       new_list := tagcase interval_data := result_data[loc]

       tag none: new_list

       tag more: || [ 1: interval_data[1] ]

       endtag

   loc := loc + 1;

   enditer

   endfor

endfun
function Build_two_intervals(left, leftv, mid, midv, right, rightv : real)
    returns Result_info
%
% This is a utility function which takes info
% on the analysis of an interval and builds a
% list consisting of the two subintervals.
%
let
left_interval : Interval := record [ x_low : left;
Fx_low : leftv;
  x_high : mid;
Fx_high : midv ];

right_interval : Interval := record [ x_low : mid;
Fx_low : midv;
  x_high : right;
Fx_high : rightv ];

two_intervals : Interval_list := [ 1 : left_interval;
          2 : right_interval ];

in
make Result_info [ more : two_intervals ]

endlet
endfun

%
The body of the main procedure is simply responsible
% for computing the value of the function at the end
% points and then invoke the integrate routine to complete
% the work.

Integrate(low, Evaluate_Function(low), high, Evaluate_Function(high))

endfun  \% end of Adaptive_Quadrature
Appendix II: Recursive AQ

function Integrate_2 (left, leftv, right, rightv: real returns real)

% if VAL were to allow recursion, this function could replace four
X functions in the program found in Appendix I: Integrate,
X Compute_Quads, Build_list, and Build_two_intervals.
X It is computationally equivalent to the previous version,
X but only because the first one did not use any information
X about error estimates for completed intervals. That type
X of information would not be available in a recursive
X algorithm. On the other hand this version is potentially faster
X because there is no constraint to finish one list of intervals
X before starting the next one.

let
mid : real
  := (left + right) * 0.5;
midv : real
  := Evaluate_Funct(mid);
old_area: real
  := (left - left) * (rightv + leftv) * 0.5;
new area: real
  := (right - mid) * (rightv + midv) * 0.5 +
      (mid - left) * (midv + leftv) * 0.5
  ;
done : boolean
  := Stopping_Condition(old_area, new_area, right - left);

in
if done then new_area
else Integrate_2(left, leftv, mid, midv) +
Integrate_2(mid, midv, right, rightv)
endif
endfun
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